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ABSTRACT
The development and testing of a visual stimulus tor .

writino, to be used in the initial assessment of liberal arts
students at the University.of Michigan, is described in this paper.
*The paper first discusses the questions considered by sthe university

committee charged with establishing the assessment process regarding

student writers' fluency, perfermance,.and reaction to visual and

written stimuli. It then describes the production cf a video stimulus

And its test with 270 undergraduate students, and notes that the

comments of readers (who did not know which stimulus students had

received) indicated that students performed slightly better from the
visual stimulus, using more complex, individualized, and

well-balanced arguments. Finally, paired responses are taken from

sample student essays to illustrate readers' observations. (AEA)
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VIDEOTAPE AND WRITING IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ASSESSMENT

The new University of Michigan undergraduate writing program requires

hat all students entering the College of Literature, Science and the Arts

(LS&A) compose an impromptu essay. LS&A is the largest undergraduate col-

lege in the University with a population of approximately 14,000 students.

The entrance essay does not influence admission to LS&A. Instead, it de-

termines placement into one of three categories: (1) tutorial, which must

precede introductory composition; (2) introductory composition, which must

be tskei in one of the first two semesters after entrance; (3) exempted,

which requires no underclasi writing course. TO complete their college comp-

osition program students in all three categories must take an upfs r-level

writing course in their junior or senior years. Departments throughout the

College offer these advanced writlng courses and students.are strongly en-

couraged to take them in their area of concentration.

The English Composition Board (ECB), the unit charged with overseeing

fulfillment of all College writing requirements, assembled a University Con-

sulting Committee to consider the initial assessment process. The Consulting

COmmittee used results from a college...wide faculty survey to identify the

kinds of writing students would most often be expected to produce in under-
/4

graduate courses. According to faculty, skill with argumentative or persua-

sive writing would be :Soot useful to students, whether they were writing in

the humanities, in the arts, or in the sciences. Beyond that clear direc-

tive, four other priorities for the assessment were agreed upon by the Uni-

versity Consulting Committee:

(1) the stimulus must provoke sufficient fluency in writers for

readers to determine placement accurately:

(2) topics for writing must appeal to students from diverse back-

grounds;

(3) audience, purpose, and language level must be indicated in the

stimulus: and

(4).directions for writing must be free of threatening or discour-

aging adMOnitions.
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The assessment essay is written during orientation when entering stu-

dents take several pl cement examinations. Results of these examinations

are used by academi counselors to place students at appropriate levels in

language, science, and mathematics courses. Students wTite the assessment

,.

esewst.the beginning of the testing,day and have one hour to complete the

*task. Although topics change daily, directions for writing remain constant.

Audience and purpose are specified: tone, level of diction, and stance are

established by the opening sentences which students are directed to copy

into, their bluebooks. For example, the following.atimulus was used on sev-

eral orientation days dnring the *gamer of 1978:

1111%

Write an essay intended to help parents establish a particular

policy of television watching for fheir young children. Explain

to them why ) )11 advocate such a policy.

Begin your essay with the following sentence (which you should

copy into your bluebook):

The avora e home in NorO America has a television set

on for mo e than-6 hour a day.

Select one o the following ai your second sentence and copy it

into your bluebook:

a

A. Every member of the average North American family

watches at least three hours of television a day.

B. A television critic in The New 112t. magazine

writes that "Little children of all social classes

are cooped up inside all day with Paw playmates and

little to do... A good television program could

give these children and, their mothers a lot of help."

C. Since all experience contributes to learning, child-

ren in North American homes can learn a great deal

from television.

Now complete an essay developing the idea that follows from the

first WO sentences. Remember that these sentences will be the

beginning of your own argument, so do your best to make that

argument convincing to the parents who are your readers.

The University Consulting Committee noted that changes in the topics would

provide answers to some questions about the influence of assignments upon

the composing process. For example: Which topics coosistently produce flu-

ency?. What features within a topic influencu the writer's performance? How

3
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does the medium for the stimulus relate to the writeee performance?

Answers to these questions have been forthcoming. First, which topics

consistently produce fluency? All topics used during tite summer of 1978

stimulated sufficient writing for readers to determine placement; only in

a few listances did students note in their bluebooks that the'subject.cre-

ated seriqus difficulty for them. (The EC8 established an appeal procedure

for students who felt their orientation essays led to`inaccurate gacement.)

Students wrote comfortably about such topics as television, the regmation

of.smoking, a liberal arts education, and the appropriate legal age for

drinking.'

Second, what features within a topic influence the writer's perform-

ance? Readers noted that certain topics.were producing more problematic

essays: onetopic, the question of whether to reduce penalties for women

drivers because statistics indicate they hold better driving records, could

not be argued convincingly from opposing viewpoints. With another stimulus,

the right of minors to privacy in sexual matters, some students had diffi-

culty distancing themselves from the emotional impact of the.subject. Very

uneven performance characterised the response to both topics. For example,

many writers began well enough, but either failed to sustain.the argument

or to. develop it through thoughtful amplification. Readers repeatedly /dens.

tified these essays as ones which contained unsupported statements or evinced

irregularities.in tone and level of diction:

Highway accident statistics show that women have fewer accidents

and traffic violationr than men, and many people feel that the law.

should therefore provide lighter penalties for women. This kind of

discrimination against men misses the real issue: the need to remove

bad drivers of either sex from the road.

It is my believe that sex playt no major role in the ability to

drive. The reason that women have fewer accidents Is that usual4

they have children with them; therefore women have the precaution

of driving carefully. In turn, men are usually in a hurry and the

gas pedal is stepped on a little harder.

Yet, men are very sexist. They are always bragging about how

well they drive, Whenever a man is in a car with his wife or any

other female for that matter and she does a slight mistake, he

will right away jump on her and "Women, they (meaning the law)

should get them out of the streets. Theta why there are so many

accidents in this world."

if
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Readers concluded that the topi')was too often capable ofidrawing

experieoed writers away *from carefully considered responses. In other

essays, uuevennese in tone and diction seemed indicative of a writer's strug-

gle to sustain th. motivation to write because the situation required it.

Camkter analysis of. placement results will allow the ECB to. alter or with-

draw problelatic Instruments before Fall 1979 when assessment placements are

mandatory.

Finally, how might the medium foi the stimulus influencelwriter perform-

ance? A few committee members objected to using any alternative to a writ-

tett stimulus.. They argued that a visual stimulus would be more'difficult to

°.writs from'and would put writers at avdisadvantage. Despite th*i argument

the .Committee determineethat a visual stimulms should be developed,and
t

tested: The visual stimulus waUld offer material in parallel.to a written

1.1

,stimulue so that organizational strategies could be analyzed light of the

same subject metier. The topic which raises questions aboutvthe influencas
t

of television upon young yiewers was selected as subject for!the visual stim-

ulus.

The production of a video stimulus about. televtsion for a highly sophis-

ticated audience of television watchers presented five epecial challenges:

.
(1) viewers of the videotape rust be engaged by the ft:egos;

(2) visuals must be varied enough to appeal to the,range of under-

graduates who would see them;
..

(3) visuals must be free of possible copyright infringement but must

suggest contemporary television programming:

(4) tilevision must be perceived as different from film if writerq'

arguments were not to be weakened by inaccurate statements about

electronic media;

(5) television must be presented as both influenced by and influ-

encing people.

Production of the videotape was completed in four.months. It was tested

as a visual stimulus during the last four orientation days of 1978, the 7th

through the 10th of August.

On each regular assesseent day during the summer, from mid-June to Aug-
.

uit, approximately 100 students seated in an auditorium had written from a

paragraph stimulus. On the fou days when the visual stimulus was added,

students entered the auditorium as usual and took seats. At this point,

-



every other student was requested to %Gave, the auditoriMm for a room across

the hall whari two large monitors were set up at the front. Proctors dis-

tributed bluebooks as usual and the written stimulus was distributed with a

preliminary Ciatement added: "You MVO just watched a video-taped disiuseion

shout the.benefits and disadvantages of television." Students in each group

received identical verbal directions. Group A was in the auditotium; Group

II ties in,ths room with the unnitors. The visUal stimulus required three

4P minutes and 20 seconds.

S.
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At the end of one hour, all exam books of,both groups uere collected.

Befote RCS readers received the blueboOks the written directions were re-

moved. Readers did not know which stimulus students bad ieceived. At the

end of the four days in August, the number of students directed to take tu-

torial or introductory compdbition or given exaption was computed: there

was no evidence that students periOrmed leas well from the visual stimulus.

They had, on the whole, placed slight/y better:

tip.

Group A
Paragraph)

Group II
(Paragraph
and Visual)

Intro.

". Exempt Comp.

2 41'; 105 6.

Intro. Comp. with__
Writing Workshop
(Needs limited

,Tutorial Additional Help] Total

3 96 8

1.1111101.

22 129

5 201 14 50 - 270

. A

Readers had made notes il'a some of the essays. More often the visual

stimaus wis noted to have prompted well-balanced arguments on the subject /

of television. Writers who had seen the visnel stimulus attempted to devise

more complex arguments; their ideas were embedded in organizational struc-

tures that were mori varied, and.perhaps less polished, probably reflecting

the increased fund of material upon which they could draw. Readers' com-

ments indicated that essays written from the visual stimulus were more pro-

mising first drafts tha those written from the paragraph stimulus: the writ-

ing samples containee a greater range of "individual" and "interesting"
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exampies. Writers having only the written stimulus produced more structur-

ally similar essays; their examples were more often stereotypical ("Char-
P

ley's Angels," "All in the Family"). These writers emphasized the negative

results of tflevision watching and less frequently developed arguments ack-

nowledging positive benefits.

Selected.exainples from student essays illustrate readers' observations:

EXAMPLE I

(Iu this pair of responses Writer lA begins to develop a balanced argument

but returns quickly.to establish that television cin be "harmful". Writer

18 eitablishes that questions about television's effects.are complicated by

extreme views.]

Writer 1A- -Written stimulus:

The average home in North Anerica has a television set on for more than

six hours a day. Every member of the average North American family watches

at least three hours of televidioU'a day. '

, 'What does this mean? Well, on an average it insane that every member

'of the average North American family spends one-fifth'of their time awake

--flatching television..2Aesumiriglhen that Oat person either works or goes

to school for approximately erght-haarai--he then.spends_ebout one-third of

his 'spare`time' watching televisidn.

Is this then good or bad? First of,all it depends upon what type of

programs are watched, and sacondly, what is done in their 'spare time' while

they av not watching television. We first of all halie to ask ourselves, or

the other person, "Why am I, or you watching television?" Are we watching

. television because we enjoy it, because we hope to get something but of.it,

or are we just watching television for lack of something better to do. This

ter4...c_....eltepp..._1ioit_iwilcanbeharmful, when someone turns on the televi-

sion and watches whatever is on for 1610 of something better to do....

Writer 18 - -Visual stimulUst

The average home id North America has a television s4t on for more than

six hours a day. Every meliber of the average North American family watches

at least three hours of television a day. To declare that the effects of

such viewing patterns are totally beneficial or totally harmful not only con-

tradicts the beliefs Of moat viewers but contradicts a wide array of statis-

tics as well. There are fanatical advocates on both sides, those pointing

out the violence and others pointing to educational benefits. The safest,

most logical road for parents to take'in establishing viewing patterns for

their children is the middle road.

Complete isolation from television would prompt as many harmful effects

in children as would constant exposure to it. The child isolated from tale-

7
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vision would suffer psychologically because of his inability to share TV
. experiences with his peers. In isolating.a child from televiuion, one iso-

lates him from hundreds of hours of beneficial conversation with other child-
ren. One also isolates him from the vivid representation of our throbbing,
expanding and exciting world. To ignore the expanding potentials of tel,-
vision in the minds of children is to adversely affect their growing yt

EXAMPLE II

(In this pair of responses Writer 2A starts with the premise that 043 sta-

tistics are "frightening" while writer 2B begins to build examp.es which

compare television to other mass communication efforts.]

Writer 2A--Wtitton stimulus:

The average home in North America has a television set on for more than
6 hours a day. Every member of the average North American family watches at
least 3 hours of television a day. This means that 21 hours a week are spent
in front of a television by an.average family member. When viewed in such
short time spank, the hours are not necessarily seen Ss many. When you con-
sider that this.also means 84 hours a month a 1008 hours a year, the sta-
tistics become a bit more frightening. If you cons4.der that your child is
spending 42 days out of one year front of a television set, you might .

begin to feel strongly about establishing a policy for television watching.

Writer 21- ...Visual stimulus:

The average home in North Americi-h14-h-teievision set on more than.6 ,

hours a day. .Every, member of the average North American family watches at
least 3 hours of televis&n a day. Common sense therefore-indicates that
television must have.a profound effect on the American way of life. In fact,

anything which bombarded a person for three hours a day would have an effect.
A person could relate this TV bombardment,to the propaganda loudspeakers
found in Communist countries, such as China and Vietnam. These methods have
worked for the Communists, chances are that they are also working in yopr
home at this very second, if your television set is on.

Writers lA and 2A restate or elaborate upon the statistical information

given in the written stimulus. Writers IB and 23 immediately raise questions

about.the statistics or use the statistics to build the contextfor an argu-

ment.

Parallel testing and analysis is necessary within our

college-wide writing program because students in required upper-level writing

courses will need to respond to a great range of stimuli. The ECB is charged

with offering faculty seminars in the teaching of upper-level writing courses

in all disciplines; therefore, writing shout 11boratory conditions, field



study experiences, art, theatre,
filM, music, news even0, and.human inter-

actions sill assume an importance for student writets comperable'to writing

,from books snd other printed materials. Assesiment c44.4a's written from the

sentence.stimulus and from the visual stimulus do differ; the ECB plana to

414 evidence from these variations to assist faculty in the structuring of

aaaignments and in the analysis of writing which results from them.

.
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